This paper deals with solution methods of optimal synthesis of planar mechanisms. A searching procedure is defined which applies genetic algorithms based on evolutionary techniques and the type of goal function. Problems of synthesis of four-bar planar mechanisms are used to test the method, showing that solutions are accurate and valid for all cases. The possibility of extending the method to other mechanism type is outlined. The main advantages of the method are its simplicity of implementation and its fast convergence to optimal solution, with no need of deep knowledge of the searching space.
Introduction
Different techniques have been used for synthesis of mechanisms. In graphical techniques the use of an atlas of coupler curves is specially worthy of note, as was done by Hrones and Nelson [1] who develop the atlas of four-bar mechanisms with almost 10,000 curves. Also worthy of note is the solution by Zhang et al. [2] focussing on five-bar geared linkages. These methods are easy and fast to use but offer a low precision rate. To our knowledge, the first reference addressing analytical methods is [3] , followed by [4] [5] [6] . References on the subject also exist by [7] [8] [9] , solving the synthesis problem by using precision points to be reached by the coupler point of the mechanism, but these methods restrict the number of precision points in order to allow the solution of the mathematical system to be closed, and show problems caused by the wrong sequence of the precision points followed.
The great increase in computer power has permitted the recent development of routines that apply numerical methods to the minimization of a goal function. One of the first authors who studied these methods was Han [10] , whose work was later improved by Kramer and Sandor [11] and Sohoni and Haug [12] . They optimized one of the most common goal functions: the error between the points tracked by the coupler and its desired trajectory. On the other hand, multiobjective techniques are addressed by Rao and Kaplan [13] and Krishnamurty and Turcic [14] , but all of these need a high power of calculus and can fail because they could possibly find the solution in a local minimum, thus ending the search without reaching the true optimal solution.
The approach presented in this paper to the synthesis of mechanisms deals with genetic algorithms. Genetic algorithms were firstly introduced by Holland [15, 16] , whose work is included in [17] , and they have been extensively and successfully applied to different optimization problems. Regarding the synthesis of mechanisms, Fang [18] and Kunjur and Krishnamurty [19] have presented some results obtained by evolutionary techniques. These methods define a starting population that is improved by approximations to the goal function making use of mechanisms of the natural selection and the laws of natural genetics. The main advantages of these methods are their simplicity in implementing the algorithms and their low computational cost. In addition, there is no need for a deep knowledge of searching space, such as whether or not it is continuous, presents local minimums or shows other mathematical characteristics demanded by traditional searching algorithms.
Sandor and Erdman [20] define three types of analytical synthesis: synthesis of function generation, motion generation synthesis and path synthesis. This paper is based on the last type, although the method can be applied to any of them.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 deals with the developing of an optimization algorithm for the synthesis of coupler trajectories of mechanisms based on genetic algorithms. In Section 3 the goal function for four-bar planar mechanisms is defined, although the method can apply to any type of synthesis. Section 4 analyzes the results found by the proposed method for three illustrative examples. Section 5 addresses the discussion of the results arising from the proposed algorithm and validates its success by comparing it with other solutions available in the literature. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the conclusions of the paper.
Optimization method
The optimization problem is given by: min f ðp 1 ðX Þ; p 2 ðX Þ; . . . ; p n ðX ÞÞ subject to: g j ðX Þ 6 0 j ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; m x i 2 ½li i ;
where f is the goal function, which will be dealt with in Section 3, and where each individual X obtains a value, its fitness, p i ð:Þ are functions of the properties that show the objectives of the system to be optimized and g j ð:Þ are the constraints defining the searching space. The strategy of evolutionary methods for optimization problems begins with the generation of a starting population. For the synthesis of mechanisms, the starting population are sets of design variables whose values are randomly generated within the searching space. Each individual (chromosome) of the population is a possible solution to the problem and it is formed by parameters (genes) that set the design variables of the problem.
Genes can be schematized in several ways. In the first approach by Holland [15, 16] they are binary chains, so each gene x i is expressed by a binary code of size p. Therefore precision is dependent on p and is confined to a range ½li; ls, defined either by integer or real values.
Another way to express the genes, as followed in this paper, is directly as real values. All genes are grouped in a vector that represent a chromosome [21, 22] :
Next the starting population has to evolve to populations where individuals are a better solution. This task can be reached by natural selection, reproduction, mutation or other genetic operators. In this work selection and reproduction are carried out sequentially and mutation is used as an independent process.
Selection
For selection, two individuals are randomly chosen from the population and they form a couple for reproduction. Selection can be based on different probability distributions, such as uniform distribution or a random selection from a population where each individual is assigned a weight dependent on its fitness, so that the best individual has the greatest probability to be chosen.
In this paper, the best individual and two individuals randomly selected with uniform distribution are chosen for reproduction and they make up a disturbing vector, V. The scheme, known as differential evolution, yields [21] :
where X best is the best individual of a population of NP individuals, X r1 and X r2 are two individuals randomly selected in the population, and F is a real value that controls the disturbance of the best individual.
Reproduction
Next, for reproduction, V is crossed with individual i of the current population to generate individual i of the next population. This operator is named crossover.
In natural reproduction, parents' genes are interchanged to form the genes of their descendant or descendants. Reproduction is approached in two ways. On the one hand, as shown in Fig. 1 , parents, X i and V, reproduce and generate their descendant, X N i , by piecewise multipoint crossover: the crossing points, ðj; j þ kÞ, of the segments of each parent's gene for its descendant are randomly selected with uniform probability distribution, so they can be located among all other genes.
On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 2 , discrete multipoint crossover can be used to generate X N i : parent X i provides its descendant with a set of N genes randomly chosen over its entire chromosome; parent V provides the remaining ones.
If new descendant, X N i , is better than its antecedent, X i , will replace it. Otherwise X i is retained and X N i is rejected. Therefore the population neither increases nor decreases. Crossover is carried out with a probability defined as CP 2 ½0; 1.
Mutation
Mutation is an operator consisting of random change of a gene during reproduction. In this work, mutation is defined as follows: when gene x i mutates, the operator randomly chooses a value within the interval of real values ðx i ; x i AE rangeÞ, which is added or subtracted from x i , depending on the direction of the mutation.
Mutation is carried out with a probability defined as MP 2 ½0; 1, which is much lower than CP.
Goal function
The goal function is the sum of two terms. The first part computes the position error as the sum of the square of the Euclidean distances between each C i d and the corresponding C i where: • fC i d g is a set of target points indicated by the designer that should be met by the coupler of the mechanism. They can be written in a world coordinate system OXY as:
• fC i g is the set of positions of the coupler of the designed mechanism for a set of values of the input angle fh i 2 g, which is another design variable to be optimized:
Accordingly, the first part of goal function can be expressed by:
where N is the number of points to be synthesized.
To illustrate the method, synthesis of a four-bar planar mechanisms will be discussed. However, the same method can be applied effortlessly to any other mechanism type.
The closed equation of a four-bar mechanisms yields:
where all geometric magnitudes are described in Fig. 3 : the design variables, r 1 , r 2 , r 3 , r 4 , r cx , r cy , h 0 , x 0 and y 0 , the input angle, h 2 , and the unknowns of this system (7), h 3 and h 4 . The unknowns can be computed by the equation of Freudenstein [7] . Thus, the position of the coupler C, in the reference frame O 2 X r Y r , also defined in Fig. 3 , is: Fig. 3 . Four-bar mechanism.
C Xr ¼ r 2 cos h 2 þ r cx cos h 3 À r cy sin h 3
or written on the previous world coordinate system OXY:
This expression for the position of the coupler of the designed mechanism is used in Eq. (6) to develop the first part of the goal function. The second part of the goal function is derived from the constraints imposed on the mechanism. Thus, the next step is to set these constraints. Among them one could point out:
(a) the Grashof condition, to allow for the entire turn of at least one link, (b) the sequence of input angles, h 2 , either from highest to lowest or from lowest to highest, (c) the range for the design variables, (d) the range of variation for the input angle, (e) relations between the gain of an input angle and the adjacent position of the coupler point.
For the examples presented in this paper the first three conditions are imposed, thus the problem is completely defined by: 
where h i 2 is the value of h 2 in its ith position and modði; jÞ is the remainder of the quotient i=j. In order to use this definition of the problem when the optimization algorithm is implemented, the set constraint (c) is retained when values are assigned to design variables, X, and the other constraints are inserted into the goal function as penalty functions as follows:
where:
and M 1 and M 2 are constants of a very high value that penalize the goal function when the associated constraint fails.
Results
This section analyzes a set of results found when applying the algorithm developed in the previous sections. All examples were programmed on a Pentium III 800 MHz and implemented in Matlabâ.
The entire proposed algorithm, including the three operators, has been run sequentially following the scheme in Fig. 4 , where its simplicity can be observed. However, it is easy to implement it in parallel, significantly increasing the convergence speed and constituting an additional advantage of the method.
As described, a set of target points is first input by the designer to define the problem. The first case of this section is a path synthesis problem with all target points aligned and not prescribed timing, whose solution has been frequently studied. For the last two cases the target points are not aligned and with prescribed timing; both of them are problems which have been previously solved by other optimization methods [19] which are addressed in this paper for the purpose of comparing the efficiency of the method against the other algorithms.
For all cases, the final error is computed by the first part of our goal function given in (10), which is exactly the goal function defined by the aforementioned papers.
Case 1:
(a) The problem is defined by:
• Design variables X ¼ ½r 1 ; r 2 ; r 3 ; r 4 ; r cx ; r cy ; h 0 ; x 0 ; y 0 ; h (a) The problem is defined by:
• Design variables: X ¼ ½r 1 ; r 2 ; r 3 ; r 4 ; r cx ; r cy • Target points: fC (b) The best mechanism found in the last iteration is the one listed in Table 1 along with the best results found by two gradient based optimization methods and the genetic algorithm proposed by Kunjur and Krishnamurty (algorithm KK). All results were presented in [19] . For the two genetic algorithms, The resulting mechanism and the path tracked by their coupler points are shown in Fig. 7 , in addition to the target points of the problem. 
Case 3:
• Design variables: X ¼ ½r 1 ; r 2 ; r 3 ; r 4 ; r cx ; r cy ; h 0 ; x 0 ; y 0 ; h (b) The best mechanism found in the last iteration is the one listed in Table 2 along with the best results found by the aforementioned methods: The paths tracked by the couplers of the resulting mechanisms from each method are depicted in Fig. 8 , along with the target points of the problem.
Discussion of the method
The first example deals with the synthesis of a four-bar linkage with all target points aligned and without prescribed timing, thus the number of design variables is larger.
Case 1 works with a design domain of medium size, i.e. medium-sized number of target points, 6 points. The best solution was found for a population size of 100, where probabilities for crossover and mutation are 0.6 and 0.1 respectively, and the factor F of the disturbing vector of the selection equals 0.4. Fig. 5 shows the fast convergence of the goal function to a near optimal solution, and additionally the position error is reduced 99.99% to an almost-null value in only 100 iterations. Later the improvement of the goal function is negligible, thus the number of necessary evaluations and therefore the computation time could be reduced for these problems.
The initial values used by the algorithm are randomly chosen by the computer code. But the solution reached is always very similar, both for these cases and any others tested. This fact points out that the method escapes local minimums when the number of evaluations is large enough.
It was also observed that the gain of input angles between adjacent positions of the mechanism is very directly related to the distance between adjacent target points.
The last two cases are path synthesis problems with prescribed timing, thus the number of design variables is reduced. Both of them are problems which have been previously addressed by other optimization methods [19] , and the results are compared with the mechanisms found by those algorithms in Tables 1 and 2 .
It is observed that the number of iterations required by genetic algorithms are generally much larger than the iterations used by gradient based methods. But the evaluation of the function is much more complex for deterministic methods, which need the computation of the first order derivatives of the goal functions and of the constraints. Thus the computation time of genetic algorithms is lower in general. Regarding the algorithm proposed in this paper, the computation time was 2.86 s for case 2 and 3.25 s for case 3, against 16.98 s and 37.03 s of the genetic algorithm KK that runs on a 486 PC at 33 MHz. Despite the difficulty of comparing the time of computing on different platforms, the cost of the proposed algorithm seems to be reasonably low.
On the other hand, the algorithm significantly improves the accuracy of the solutions of any of the other methods for small to medium-sized design domains, such as cases 1 or 2. For large design domains, such as case 3, the final error reached by the proposed method for the best solution is smaller than the error of the other genetic algorithm. Moreover its magnitude is comparable to the final error of the gradient based methods, although is still higher than the error of the exact gradient method.
Conclusions
The paper presents a new method based on evolutionary techniques for path synthesis of planar mechanisms. In this method, which offers the benefit of being easy and simple to implement, an algorithm is presented to optimize the position error between the target points selected by the designer for the coupler point and the points reached by the resulting mechanism, subject to different constraints. The same method can be applied to optimize any other goal function, such as mechanical advantage, cost of the mechanism, etc.
The algorithm is has been fully developed for synthesis of four-bar mechanisms, but it can be used for any other mechanism type.
The method can be used not only for optimization of a single goal, but also for problems with multiple objectives. Thus, it can be used effortlessly to find the mechanism or mechanisms that satisfy a set of objectives by introducing little modifications into the algorithm.
The paper applies the algorithm to three cases of path synthesis of four-bar mechanisms. Two of problems are compared to the solutions reached by other optimization algorithms based on deterministic and genetic methods. It was observed that the algorithm shows fast convergence to the optimal result and very low error of adjustment to target points. Moreover, it shows errors comparable to the best of the other algorithms tested and smaller computation times.
